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Take-home message 

 It is possible to introduce many alternative scenario-
based schemes             several “solutions”           
each attaining a different performance 

 Scenario theory as a tool that allows one to evaluate 
the risk of each solution 

 Quantitative comparison in terms of performance 
(known) and risk (estimated)            select the “best” 
solution for the problem at hand 
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Conclusions 

 Scenario optimization extended to scenario decision-making: a 
very general setup  

 Alternative (tunable) schemes to obtain many alternative 
“solutions” (many other schemes exists, many others have to be 
discovered) 

 Scenario theory: for each solution the risk (invisible) can be 
estimated from the complexity (visible) 

 The risk estimate along with the performance allows the user to 
perform a quantitative comparison among the obtained 
solutions and to choose the one that is best suited for the 
problem at hand 



Thank you ! 


